
The Siren of Sussex
by Mimi Matthews
F Matthews
Romance. Entering society wearing
the designs of half-Indian designer
Ahmad Malik, daring equestrienne
Evelyn Maltravers must decide what
matters most—making her mark or
following her heart. B, eA, eB, LP

Stolen Earth
by J.T. Nicholas
F Nicholas
Sci-Fi/Fantasy. Arcus Captain Lynch
and his crew are hired to return to
Earth, where they discover that what
remains on their world is not as they
have been told. The secrets they find
are big enough to destroy the Sol
Commonwealth. B, eB

The Stolen Lady
by Laura Morelli
F Morelli
Fiction. Separated by 500 years,
Anne Guichard and Bellina Sardi
each hide Leonardo da Vinci’s "Mona
Lisa," creating unintended
consequences. A, B, eA, eB, LP

They Can't Take Your
Name
by Robert Justice
F Justice
Mystery. Wrongly convicted of the
gruesome Mother's Day Massacre,
Langston Brown prepares to face his
death while his daughter tries to free
him by going up against a crooked
detective who will do anything to
stop her. A, B, eA, eB, LP
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Mango, Mambo,
and Murder
by Raquel V. Reyes
F Reyes
Mystery. Food anthropologist
Miriam gets a short-term job as a
Caribbean cooking expert on a
Spanish-language morning TV show,
which sets the stage for
murder—one that could be her own.
A, B, eA, eB, LP

No Cure for Being Human
by Kate Bowler
Biography Bowler
Nonfiction. When she discovers she
has cancer at age 35, Kate Bowler
searches for a way forward as she
mines the wisdom—and
absurdity—of our modern “best life
now” advice industry. B, eA, eB

Nowhere for Very Long
by Brianna Madia
Biography Madia
Nonfiction. Brianna Madia heads
into the canyons of Utah, along with
her three dogs and a beat-up van,
where she explores the outside
world and the spirit within.
A, B, eA, eB

The Patron Saint of
Second Chances
by Christine Simon
F Simon
Fiction. To fix the town’s pipes,
Mayor Signor Speranza must come
up with 70,000 euros, and spreads a
harmless rumor—which quickly
spins out of control—about a
famous actor who will be filming his
new movie nearby. A, B, eA, eB, LP
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All Her Little Secrets
by Wanda M. Morris
F Morris
Fiction. The lone black female
corporate attorney discovers her
white boss—and lover—dead, and
must deal with office suspicions and
gossip when she is promoted as
his successor. A, B, eA, eB, LP

At Summer's End
by Courtney Ellis
F Ellis
Romance. Ambitious artist Alberta
Preston arrives at the home of the
Earl of Wakeford to find the estate
and its residents diminished by the
Great War and becomes entangled in
family secrets. B, eA, eB

Blown to Hell
by Walter Pincus
623.4511 Pin
Nonfiction. The history of the
American presence on the Marshall
Islands—where 67 nuclear tests
were conducted during the Cold
War—and how this decimated a
people and their land. A, B, eA, eB

The Collector's Daughter
by Gill Paul
F Paul
Fiction. After discovering the burial
place of Tutankhamun, a series of
tragic events occur. Fifty years later,
Lady Evelyn is forced to relive her
experiences when an Egyptian
academic starts asking questions.
A, B, eA, eB, LP

Comfort Me with Apples
by Catherynne M. Valente
F Valente
Fiction. A woman who believes she
is living a perfect life begins to
wonder why her husband is away at
work so much and also what is in
the locked basement she is not
permitted to enter. A, B, eA, eB

Dead Silence
by S.A. Barnes
F Barnes
Fiction. Investigating a distress
signal, Kovalik and her crew find a
missing space-liner and board the
vessel to find words scrawled in
blood, strange movements, and
whispers in the dark. B, eA, eB

A Flicker in the Dark
by Stacy Willingham
F Willingham
Fiction. Twenty years after her
father was arrested as a serial killer,
Louisiana psychologist Chloe Davis
becomes alarmed when local
teenage girls go missing and she
begins seeing parallels that may or
may not be there. A, B, eA, eB, LP

The Hacienda
by Isabel Cañas
F Canas
Fiction. In the aftermath of the
Mexican War of Independence and
the execution of her father, Beatriz
accepts Don Rodolfo's proposal of
marriage and is whisked away to his
remote country estate where she is
faced with a malevolent presence
linked to his first wife's death.
B, eA, eB, LP

If You Ask Me
by Libby Hubscher
F Hubscher
Romance. Discovering her husband
has been cheating on her, a North
Carolina advice columnist burns his
belongings in a late-night bonfire
that attracts the attention of a
hot firefighter. B, eA, eB

The Last Chance Library
by Freya Sampson
F Sampson
Fiction. In order to save her library
when it is threatened with closure,
June Hones must make some
changes by opening her heart to the
world around her and fighting for
what she believes in.
B, eA, eB, LP

Light from Uncommon
Stars
by Ryka Aoki
F Aoki
Sci-Fi/Fantasy. To reclaim her soul,
a cursed violinist must take on seven
students and try to entice each to
trade their soul for fame, while a
starship captain races to stop the
end of existence. B, eA, eB

Look What You Made
Me Do
by Elaine Murphy
F Murphy
Fiction. While covering the tracks of
her serial killer sister Becca, Carrie
discovers that there is a new killer in
town and must work with Becca to
stop him before she becomes his
next victim. A, B, eA, eB
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